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Market economic is credit economic and even risk economic. Security law 
system is created as edge tool for creditor to confront the credit risk; therefore, 
security laws become the legal means to get rid of market risks. The coming out of 
Security Law marks the progress on security law system. However, practice indicates 
that it hasn’t had the effect that the legislators expected which means that it is very 
hard to realize the guaranteed obligatory right of obligees. This has burden the 
litigants heavily and increased burden of courts greatly also. Now the surety system 
gets into trouble in our country.While Guarantee for transfer is a kind of 
non-representative surety system, developed from precedent and law theory in civil 
law system countries which had already followed “Fiduciary” of Roman law and 
absorbed “Freehand” of Germanic law as well. Creditor or the third party transfers the 
droit of the guaranty to the guarantor to assure the performance of the guaranteed debt. 
If the debt is dsicharged, the guaranty would be returned to the creditor or the third 
party; otherwise, the guarantor can be revarded from the guaranty to staisfy his 
obligatory right. Since Roman law, transfer guarantee has developed circuitously with 
special law structure, that is to say it is the combination of transferring the droit and 
guarantee. Comparatively speaking, there is great similarity and comparability 
between Guarantee for transfer and Mortgage of Anglo-American law system. 
Pragmaticly speaking, there alreadly come guarantee methods with characteristics, or 
being similar to the transferring the droit of Guarantee for transfer in China. As the 
practical significance of adopting transferred guarantee in economics, as well as the 
great advantages which Guarantee for transfer has but the representative surety system 
doesn’t have，it is necessary to regulate the Guarantee for transfer legally . 
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